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Connecting the Myth with the Truth In Book 3 of the series, True Bigfoot Horror: The Apex Predator

- Monster in the Woods, we will make a case for BigfootÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s existence as well as his

disappearance. We will look at Bigfoot folklore around the globe, dig into the history of the cryptid

megafauna, review some very intriguing evidence of Bigfoot and accounts, and hypothesize why

Bigfoot went into hiding.Ten years ago I went on a hunting trip in northern Washington State with my

cousin Jason. I am far from an outdoors-man but I still jumped on the opportunity for a long

weekend getaway with my crazy cousin. Had I know what I know today I am not sure if I would have

gone, but what is certain is that my life forever changed that weekend. After getting separated from

my cousin the first evening I found myself lost in the vast wilderness, scared, and alone Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

at least I thought I was alone. Unbeknownst to me I was being hunted in the woods by a Bigfoot. I

am not sure how long he was stalking me but I know I was lucky to get away with my life. For years

after that weekend I was a different man. I was constantly in fear and scared to go anywhere

outside of my home city in Austin, Texas. To help cope with the psychological trauma I found myself

immersed in research studying Bigfoot, the Yeti, Sasquatch, and all other variations of the creature

commonly referred to as Bigfoot. My research became an obsession as I tried to come to terms with

what had really happened to me. Within the pages of this book you will find my story and similar

stories of several others.I found myself fascinated with cryptozoology. Of all the true Bigfoot

encounters I came across I related most to the more terrifying Bigfoot stories. This book is a

collection of those Bigfoot stories. It is the first book in a series: Bigfoot, Sasquatch, Paranormal. I

am writing this series for those who are dealing with the aftermath of a Bigfoot encounter and need

validation that they are not crazy, or perhaps they simply want someone to relate to. I am also

writing this book as a therapeutic outlet as well as a way to reach people regarding the realities of

Bigfoot. Bigfoot is real, I know that beyond a shadow of a doubt, and I am far from crazy!
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Having read and enjoyed the other entries in Mr. Kelly's series, I was surprised to find this particular

book so lacking. His other books seem to have tried to go where a lot of authors don't and gotten

into the potential dark side of bigfoot. But he also gave equal time to alleged "good" bigfoot behavior

in his book on accounts of bigfoot saving and helping people. Most of the information in his books

was new to me. So; the biggest let down is that there are few if any new stories/accounts here.

Instead, the book just speculates on a lot of very basic bigfoot stuff as many bigfoot books do. What

might they be? Why are they seemingly reclusive? Questions both asked and speculated on to the

point of over-kill. And then he throws in some very well-known bigfoot stories that have been in

almost every book ever done on the subject. And there's nothing new there either. Just the same

old stories reprinted once again. The very end of the book says that the next volume will get into

people who have gone missing (possibly related to bigfoot) and that there might be a cover-up.

Hopefully, that will be something of a return to his other books. It obviously seems to follow the

"Missing 411" series in concept. But let's hope it doesn't just rehash what's in those rather thorough

books. The bottom line; if you already know anything at all about bigfoot, there is probably nothing

new for you here. I think it's a definite low point in an otherwise interesting and "different" series on

bigfoot.

was ok

Good and explanatory content. Always been fascinated by Bigfoot story's. We saw the original

Gimlet film in 1969 and and got intrigued . Been fans ever since.



AWESOME ! GREAT READING !

For somone who knows little about Bigfoot, this might in lighten you. I did not need it.

Interesting but he needs an editor.

Bigfoot is something I never believed in no matter what, except as a part of folklore and mythology. I

bought this book to check if anything new has been said about bigfoot or is it another humbug.I

have to say that I was totally astounded by the presentation of this book on the facts and scientific

details it presents its readers with. What I lied is that the author educates its readers first of the

history of bigfoot primate and then goes on to give detailed explanation of the expeditions

undertaken by scientists and researchers. Not only every point is explained with evidence, the

aiuthor even goes further to suggest that the possibility of a big foot is much more than the

prevailing interest among the scientific fraternity -- which is negligible -- to 21% in North

America.Thus, I would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in knowing more about the

existence of a large bi-pedal primate which has still not made contact with humans, but whose

stories continue' to intrigue and haunt communities and tribes around the world.

Ten years ago I went on a hunting trip in northern Washington State with my cousin Jason.

Unbeknownst to me I was being hunted in the woods by a Bigfoot. The story was full of mystery and

twist. I got a thrilling experience after reading this one. I am looking forward to buy the other series.
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